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The full range of 50 initial, Moon-orbit-forced superharmonic resonance periods is detected in the 1969-1977 time-series
of all 12474 consecutive 0.02 Hz moonquakes from the Apollo Program catalog. The resonance is found forcing the
strongest-energy (highest-fidelity) part of the 10 hours–100 days (27.78–0.115741 μHz) long-periodic band at 99–67%
confidence and below. Resonance signatures of the Moon’s other four long tidal periods – synodic, anomalistic, nodical,
and tropical – were also identified but not as separate drivers of body resonance. The spectra were computed using a
least-squares spectral analysis method that enabled separation of the signal driver and noise signatures of all lunar tides,
as well as extraction of the exact sequence of resonance periods affecting the solid Moon. As the main disruptive phase,
the Moon’s orbital period introduces nonlinearity into lunar vibration and thus forces lunar seismotectonics too, giving
rise to superharmonic resonance and probably the so-called free librations as well. The spatiotemporally independent
computations of Earth and Moon superharmonic resonances from seismicity time-series prove that (the magnification
of) macroscopic mechanical resonance is from-quantum-to-macroscopic-scales universal, and therefore as important as
gravitation and fundamental forces. I propose then that some of the craters and calderas in our Solar system are petrified
evidence of polygonal Faraday latticing. Finally, since only planets with one moon are susceptible to resonance plate
tectonics, to prevent Earth energy overload and disintegration, a global geoengineering scheme is proposed to reassign
the smaller of Martian moons, Deimos, to Earth so to attenuate Earth plate tectonics while unlocking Mars plate tectonics
for natural terraforming.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Plate tectonics is not the ultimate Earth theory (Jacoby, 2001),
and it is not even understood why the Earth has plate tectonics
(Stevenson, 2008). On the other hand, a computation of Earth’s
body (mechanical) resonance from global tectonic earthquakes
has revealed resonance plate tectonics (Omerbashich, 2019a).
A subsequent demonstration of Moon-body resonance from
global moonquakes would then provide spatiotemporally independent proof of resonance tectonics and its universality.
Therefore, I proceed to identify the resonant tidal response
of the Moon as a nonlinear system. Basically, in what follows,
an attempt is made to detect the forcing period T ∈ ℜ that causes
the Moon’s own linear (tidal) response as well as any additional
nonlinear vibration n / (m T); n ∈  – אtermed subharmonic for
n / m ∈ (0, 1); n > 1 ∧ n ∈  אor superharmonic for n / m > 1 ∧
n / m ∈ ℜ (Yang et al., 2016). Omerbashich (2019a) gave the
basic methodology for identifying body resonance and parameters from the spectra of seismicity time-series.
The phenomenon of resonating vibration, or resonance,
occurs when a physical system’s natural period of oscillation
coincides with another physical system’s period of oscillation
(or its fractional multiple). We then speak of mechanical resonance when the physical systems involve bodies of mass.
Specifically, matching one system’s natural period with another
system’s subharmonic vibration period or its fractional multiple gives rise to subharmonic resonance. Similarly, matching
one system’s natural period of vibration with another system’s
superharmonic vibration period or its fractional multiple gives
rise to superharmonic resonance. Thus structural failure occurs
*)

in solids along a resonance period via frequency demultiplication – one of the rarest mechanical phenomena in Nature, known
for its ability to magnify the energy injected at the fundamental
disturbing frequency by 100s of times (Den Hartog, 1985).
Subharmonic and superharmonic resonances can develop in
discrete parts of a physical system. As with all solids, the hundreds of tectonic plates and brittle regions in the upper mantle
constitute Earth's vibrating parts, while those in the Moon remain elusive. Based on research finds from mechanical and electrical engineering, subharmonic resonances typically occur at
periods shorter than (usually: fractions of) the long-periodic excitation; superharmonic resonances, at the periods longer than
(usually integer multiples of) the long-periodic excitation. Most
nonlinear systems will resonate at simple superharmonic resonant periods n / T as special case m = 1. Resonating linear systems are a special case of subharmonic resonators (Yang et al.,
2016), which is a constraining factor in this research.
Since earlier spectral analyses of moonquakes occurrences
– performed under the assumptions of Moon system’s linearity
or simple nonlinearity – found no periodicity other than a few
tidal signals, here of interest is a strictly nonlinear (subharmonic
and superharmonic) signal TRsup, as the only unexplored path.
Proceeding in that direction requires looking into the long-periodic band commonly referred to as “long-periodic noise” that
starts at the still unknown or largely uncertain natural period of
vibration of the Moon. This band of interest then encompasses
the orbital (likely the forcer phase) and lunar-synodic month
periods (called physical periods), and the astronomical periods.
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Much like lunar forcing was considered part of the signal when
demonstrating Earth-body resonance, here geoforcing (the Earth’s forcing) of the Moon determines a critical part of the signal.
So in the following, I consider the Moon under nonlinear
forcing as prescribed by the georesonator hypothesis, which I
herewith tacitly assume applies to all macroscopic bodies of
mass. Note again that, for resonant (nonlinear) components of
vibration to occur, it does not matter where this nonlinearity originates – in the source mechanism, in the damping, or both (Den
Hartog, 1985). Finally, to model the Moon as a fully nonlinear
forced system in which one could expect anything, it is prudent
to recall again that a single-frequency excitation always induces
superharmonic resonances only (Yang et al., 2016).
2.

SIGNAL

In search of a complete sequence of Moon-body resonance subperiods (the signal), I consider all 13,058 seismic events in the
1981 (updated in 2008) Levent.1008 Moonquakes Catalog of
the Apollo Program’s passive seismic experiment ALSEA,
spanning the 1969-1977 Missions 11, 12, 14, 15, and 16, and
sampled at the 0.02 Hz, or once-per-minute, rate (Nakamura et
al., 1981); hereafter: the Moon Catalog. Catalog times were in
Earth days, Earth hours, and Earth minutes (henceforth: days,
hours, and minutes, respectively). The specific coverage was:
71 events from 1969, 624 from 1970, 1,912 from 1971, 3,007
from 1972, 1,896 from 1973, 1,376 from 1974, 1,087 from
1975, 1,612 from 1976, and 1,473 from 1977. Here the minor
correction of 2018, Levent.1008c, was not used because the documentation did not specify corrections but did label them a priori as overall insignificant.
After the removal of 15 imprecisely time-stamped events and
569 time-duplicates (i.e., doublet, triplet, and quadruplet events
with the same time-stamp, preventing time-series monotony),
the remaining 12,474 seismic events were spectrally analyzed.
Removing 4% of data was acceptable because, as shown for
Earth-body resonance, omitting 2% of earthquakes from a much
denser dataset did not affect the result adversely, and it could
even be beneficial. Note here that the Earth demonstration relied upon 15 times fewer events that spanned less than half the
interval of moonquakes used in here (Omerbashich, 2019a).
Also, the selenophysics community relies extensively on the seismic observations from the ALSEA experiment; Khan et al.
(2013) made an exhaustive review of those activities and studies. Past spectral analyses of deep moonquakes occurrences
have claimed Moon’s linear periodic responses, of ~13 days, 27
days, and 206 days periodicities; e.g., by Bulow et al. (2007)
who used multitaper and spike-train spectral analysis methods.
3.

DATA ANALYSIS

The spectra were computed using the Gauss-Vaníček spectral
analysis (GVSA) method (Vaníček, 1969) (Vaníček, 1971), as
�Tj , MGVSA
�; j = 1… k ∧ k ∈ ℵ, with k = 1000 ∧ k = 2000
sGVSA
j
j
spectral resolutions. The GVSA falls in the Least Squares Spectral Analysis class of spectral methods that fit data with trigonometric functions. The GVSA is preferred over the Fourier class
of spectral analysis methods (FSA) for analyzing raw records
of unevenly spaced real data (Press et al., 2007). As variancebased, the GVSA provides a straightforward statistical analysis
with a linear depiction of background noise levels (Omerba-

shich, 2004; 2006). GVSA is one of the most accurate methods
of numerical analysis (Omerbashich, 2019b), enabling absolute
accuracy, i.e., accuracy in extracting a period from big and raw
data sets with 10s of billions of measurements, of down to twice
the sampling rate (Omerbashich, 2004; 2007; 2019a; 2019b).
The success of GVSA in geophysics has attracted a significant
attention from the scientific community; for example, relevant
research in and reviews of paleoclimate studies, such as by
Smith (2007), Bailer-Jones (2009), Aberhan and Kiessling
(2012), Baker and Flood (2015), and Erlykin et al. (2017).
The record contained over 7,000 tidal moonquakes as the
dominant type, most of which were deep (below 650 km), and
– as tacitly assumed – at least some shallow tidal events as well.
Here data were not manipulated, unlike in the Fourier class of
spectral analysis methods. Instead, spectral computations benefited from the GVSA’s inherent ability to analyze raw data, as
variance spectra thrive on the background or ambient noise.
Sporadic seismic events, including around 1,700 meteorite impacts on the Moon’s surface and about ten Lunar Module’s
touchdowns and booster firings, were left in the record since
they all leave inharmonic signatures. Similarly, around 3,500
thermal events – driven by the change of day and night – were
kept too; but since they leave harmonic signatures, those events
were kept to boost spectral magnitudes by consolidating (overall tuning) the noise. Namely, given the Moon’s said tidal lock
with that same phase, equaling one Moon day, this day-night
periodicity coincides with the signal driver and enhances it further. Here, polluting the signal by the day-night thermal events
to the point of a biased result is not an issue since those events
are mostly shallow and thus do not critically affect the wholebody resonance – specifically, the most energetic band that controls most of the mass and drives the body. Also, as in the Earth
-body resonance demonstration, here too “driver” marks that
(external) forcing phase that dominated the longest-periodic
part of the Moon natural band. Likewise, the demonstration
from seismicity occurrence (times) means direct detection of resonance as earthquakes occur (“ride on it”), not as they leave
imprints onto some intermediary proxy – in which case secondary phenomena like day-night thermal induction could matter
and would need to be accounted for as obviously affecting the
analyses (here analyses include no proxies). Even if the Moon
had an atmosphere comparable to the Earth’s, day-night thermal
variations (in fact: air molecules oscillations and corresponding
gas resonances), do not carry sufficient power to excite the matter in its longest (of solids) band of vibration. Note also that
the concept of adding noise to enhance the signal-to-noise ratio
– known as stochastic resonance – has been demonstrated in
many fields, including the application of the GVSA in geophysics (see Omerbashich, 2008). Finally, leaving meteorite impact events in moonquake records for signal enhancement is a
standard procedure, e.g., in processing source waveforms.
Unlike the 1 Hz quality catalogs used to demonstrate Earth’s
body resonance, the Moon catalogs still lack a seismic magnitudes system uniquely related to source energy emissions. Thus,
despite some attempts to define magnitudes, there is no consistent definition of moonquake magnitude (Nakamura, 2019).
This regrettable circumstance half a century since the Apollo
program confines one to spectral analyses of noisy time-series
and prevents estimating the physically most likely cutoff-magnitude for defining energy levels of Moon resonance tectonics.
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So to mimic earthquake records for the Moon, I arbitrarily
assign to each event in the Moonquake Catalog a generic (random) seismic magnitude in undeclared units, from the [5.5, 7.5]
interval. Although such magnitude range is physically unrealistic for the Moon as moonquakes likely are mostly in the Mw25 range, such a scale-up to mimic the case of the earthquakes is
justified statistically since it helps spectral resolution to follow
the boost in spectral magnitudes (from noise additions via keeping the meteorite-impact and day-night thermal events in the
raw record). Most importantly, such an approach does not affect
the signal itself because in the whole-body forcing the (longestperiodic segment of the) signal is overwhelmingly stronger than
any noise signature or all the signatures combined (Omerbashich, 2019a). Same as for pure (complete) signals, strong noise
signatures by the Moon’s candidate forcers can be compared inbetween also. Any other use of differentials in applied science
works in the same way, say, the DGPS. This differential spectral analysis then makes the core of this paper. A convenient circumstance here is that all of the compared signals entertain mostly systematic noise and feature mutually like statistics.
Mimicking of earthquake records has been used to compile
moonquake source spectra as well, so moonquakes’ standard
compressed plots are generic. Thus the signal envelope amplitudes for moonquakes are in millimetres on a standard plot as
created by taking the absolute value of the difference between
consecutive long-periodic data points, summing, and plotting
them at a scale but in alternating polarities to give the appearance of a seismogram. (Nakamura et al., 1981)
As seen from the demonstration of Earth’s body resonance,
time-series of major catalogs of earthquakes possess a high degree of internal consistency, robustness, and ambiguity – as expected from data that describe a regularly but inconsistently driven physical process. As it turned out, those data indeed described a genuine, albeit nonlinear behavior of a physical system.
(Omerbashich, 2019a) However, no such information can be
expected from the moonquake data as those generally are of lower quality: overburdened with ambient and unknown noise,
collected with unmaintained instruments, missing uniquely defined seismic magnitudes, and so on. Nonetheless, the moonquake data are uniquely ambiguous when taken as a whole, which
suffices for spectral analyses in this (differential) demonstration
of the whole-body resonance of the Moon by elimination.
Also looked into were the short-periodic spectral bands: 2’15 days and 2’-100 days, which all returned active pure noise
indicative of long-periodic excitation. Other inspected longperiodic bands included: 5h-30 days, 5h-60 days, 5h-100 days,
400’-100 days, 5h-150 days, and 5h-180, but results from those
bands were found not as useful as the results from the primary
band of interest, of 10 h–10 days.
The demonstration here differs from that of the Earth’s case
fundamentally as well because, unlike the Earth’s natural mode,
the Moon’s natural period of oscillation is unknown or difficult
to estimate at best. Estimates of the Moon mantle’s viscosity
vary greatly, and there are no reliable reference models of the
Moon (Khan et al., 2013). Fortunately, thanks mainly to the
Earth-Moon tidal lock, the Moon’s orbital period (time to complete one orbit relative to stars; also called sidereal period), of
TM = 27.32166 days, is the only real candidate for the Moon’s
external forcing phase as well. Namely, the TM introduces nonlinearity into the Moon’s tidal response supposedly constantly

while the already synchronized Moon keeps trying to resynchronize spatially with the ever-escaping Earth at precisely TM.
While this simple state of affairs indeed is a fortunate circumstance, it makes the demonstration here more laborious than for
the Earth, because the Moon experiences several long-periodic
tides so close to the orbital period that their potential for creating own long-periodic body resonance(s) must also be analyzed. Another fortunate circumstance here is that the Moon is
overwhelmingly solid compared to the Earth so that the lunar
physical setup itself prevents or minimizes significant loss of
information due to lower data quality.
Thus another tidal period that could be reflected in (mixed
with) the pure signal is the Moon’s synodic month (time between two same lunar phases), of TS = 29.53059 days. (By pure
signal, I mean the moonquakes on a mathematically idealistic,
uncoupled, and undisturbed body of mass so that all other Moon
vibration is considered noise – unlike the classical view in
which moonquakes are regarded to be the seismic signal.) Also,
there are relevant astronomical lunar periods, which include:
• one anomalistic month (average time the Moon takes between two perigees; offset from the orbital period due to Moon’s
apsidal precession, of 8.8 years), of TA = 27.55455 days,
• one nodical month (average time the Moon takes to return to
the same node; offset from the orbital period due to Moon’s
nodal precession, of 18.6 years), of TN = 27.21222 days, and
• one tropical month (average time of the Moon’s crossing of
the same equinox twice consecutively; slightly offset from the
orbital period due to Earth’s axial precession (“of equinoxes”),
of ~26,000 years), of TT = 27.32158 days (Seidelmann, 1992).
However, all these arbitrarily defined periods (with values averaged over the varying Moon’s trajectory as due to various precessions) are of a considerable vertical pull – of up to a few dm
– which normally hinders any secondary vibration so they cannot be expected to give rise to a (primarily horizontally-moving) long-periodic body resonance.
As surmised earlier, a variation in seismic magnitudes enables validation of a preset cutoff magnitude, and the corresponding physical process behind spectrally analyzed seismicity
occurrence (Omerbashich, 2019a). An additional benefit from
comparing the spectra of noisy moonquake v. impeccable
Mw5.6+ occurrences records lies in revealing the physics of the
extreme-energies band of the Moon. If such two dissimilar (presumably independent) datasets produce similar variance-spectra, then the working assumption here is that not only do those
datasets describe a common astrophysical mechanism, but such
mechanism could only arise due to the Earth-Moon resonating
system. As mentioned in the above, missing unique moonquake
magnitudes were simulated here. So if the Moon and the Earth
variance spectra show resemblance, nature (and therefore type
too) of seismic magnitudes will be irrelevant for establishing
the existence and type of body resonance via differential spectral analysis that looks into different lunar candidate forcers. It
would then be justifiable to use randomly generated seismic
magnitudes. Based on what is known now on the Earth’s body
resonance and the variance-spectral response to that resonance,
this reverse-engineering procedure is also helpful for determining the Moon's natural period of oscillation from real data.
Unfortunately, as mentioned, a reliable whole-body selenophysical reference model from inversions is still missing due to sectored seismic coverage of the Moon and for other reasons.
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While all bodies tend to synchronize (Pikovsky et al., 2001),
the Moon has already attained its synchronization with the
Earth, both spatially in the form of tidal (orbital-rotational) lock
and temporally in the form of coupling of the natural periods of
vibration at both macroscopic and quantum scales (Omerbashich, 2007). That is a fortunate circumstance for this demonstration, and one that takes away a degree of freedom from the
Earth-Moon coupled oscillator. Thus Moon-body resonance, if
its signature is present in moonquakes occurrences records,
arises under nonlinear forcing due to the Moon orbital period’s
continuous attempts at resynchronization of the largely (but still
not mutually entirely) synchronized Moon and Earth. Here also
helpful is that the Moon overall is seismically comparable yet
rather quiescent relative to Earth (Lorenz and Panning, 2018).
This situation adds robustness to the temporal aspect of verifying the Earth-body resonance using moonquakes occurrences,
as data density is significantly different than in the Earth case.
Although Moon seismicity lacks global coverage, a sectored
coverage of the ALSEA experiment (that nonetheless snapped
nearly half the Moon) suffices here because the seven-year data
span from the relatively non-rotating Moon is enough to establish or rule out any nonlinear periodicities. Note again that the
cyclic events due to the day-night thermal variation as a primary
component of the Moon’s ambient noise do not dominate the
record. Furthermore, the absence of an atmosphere and so of
atmospheric tides or gusty winds to account for in spectral analyses is of no particular benefit here because those tides would
be a useful part of the signal. Namely, as with the demonstration
of Earth’s body resonance, here too, we deal with extreme energy bands to which those tides, if existed, would be a minor contributor. As with exploring the Earth’s body resonance, here as
well, I tacitly assume that all spectral estimates at different confidence levels are physically meaningful if at least 67% reliable.
The success of the methodology applied by Omerbashich
(2019a) justifies such an approach.
As outlined in the above, that success can be applied oppositely as well, in a bona fide twist. Since the data are of an undeclared but likely low quality, I regarded that vital shortcoming
as an attribute which I then pushed to the fullest extent – by
actually contaminating the data with the record’s complete
information and then looking not just for the parts of the signal
above but also those below the 67% significance level. While
not justified from the strict statistics point of view, this is justified from the physics point of view because the physical process
of resonance seismotectonics has already been demonstrated for
the Earth and found to be statistically significant. Then detecting even such a process’s noise signature (of course alongside
at least partial detection above a significance level) on another
astronomical body in that body’s long-periodic band would
strongly indicate if not verify the presence of the same phenomenon on that other body as well. Conversely, the detection of
resonance seismotectonics in the noisy record of moonquakes
occurrences would add both extraterrestrial (methodological)
and statistical (robustness-wise) credibility to the Earth resonance seismotectonics as demonstrated earlier from impeccable
datasets. In other words, the proof of planetary resonance seismotectonics would then be complete. Undoubtedly, the Fourier
class of spectral analysis methods is useless for the above approach to treating noisy natural datasets that cannot be denoised
to any degree of ready-made utility.

Indeed, the preliminary spectrum on Figure 1 shows that, as
variance percentage levels went down in absolute terms by more than an order of magnitude relative to Figure 2 in (Omerbashich, 2019a), the resemblance of the Earth spectra is remarkable.
At the same time, the significance of each of the preliminary
spectral magnitudes has indicated that there is only one superharmonic resonance of the solid Moon, Figures 2 and 3. Moreover, since a solitary superharmonic resonance always implies
a single-frequency external forcing (Yang et al., 2016), further
investigations to identify the period that forces the Moon resonance and seismotectonics are justified. Subsequently, I computed the spectrum of moonquakes occurrences, Figure 4.
Recall that statistical fidelity Φ > 12 in physical data indicates a physically meaningful result (Omerbashich, 2006). Since
classical (ambient) noise here mainly became part of the signal
– causing spectral magnitudes to drop an order of magnitude or
more from the Earth-body resonance demonstration – the fidelities that define the strongest-energies subband (here the ten
Φ ≥ 1 lead periods of a resonance train) also dropped a magnitude of order. Thus a signal with Φ ∈ (~1, ~12) can now be
considered physically significant for the Earth-Moon physical
system. By the same standard (considering the Earth and the
Moon a single oscillator), the infinitesimal fidelities 0 ≲ Φ < 1
shall define the signal’s imprint in noise.

Figure 1. A preliminary spectrum of the moonquakes occurrences, computed for testing
purposes in the Earth’s natural band, 54’-15 days. While spectral magnitude response
decreased an order of magnitude or more in absolute terms, a clear resemblance of the
variance-spectrum of earthquakes occurrences from Omerbashich (2019a) strongly
indicates that the superharmonic resonance drives the Moon seismotectonics too, and
thus warrants further investigation. The spectral resolution used was k = 1000 points
(lines). Corresponding spectral periods, matched to the orbital period-driven body resonance, are depicted per significance level in Figures 2 and 3 (stacked).

Let us note again that statistical fidelity of Φ > 12 generally
indicates a physically meaningful result for analyzing natural
data sets (Omerbashich, 2006). Here, fidelity in the longest part
of the 10 h–100 days band was increasing and at the longest detected period, of 89.3 days, has reached Φ = 1924.8 >> 12. On
the other hand, fidelity became practically 0 (falling below the
10-1 labeled precision) shortly after the 50th subperiods of theoretical sequences (the series of resonance-forcing period’s subperiods). Since Φ ∈ (~1, ~12) characterized the most energetic
resonance subband (as defined by the examined potential forcer-periods up to the 10 h high-ends), while taking on infinitesimal values (1, 0) beyond the 11th subperiods in most of the
sequences, that subband has defined the common strongestenergies subband as used in this paper.
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Figure 3. The overall number of statistically significant spectral points (lines) from the
preliminary spectral analysis, Figure 1, per statistical significance level. The depiction’s
dissimilarity with (i.e., a steady change as seen here v. incoherent change as seen in)
the same from earthquakes analysis by Omerbashich (2019a) indicates spectra of driven
dynamics, i.e., a physical system in forced motion such that the system’s vibration
spectrum is insensitive to the choice of spectral resolution. The same for the Earth case
had indicated a fully nonlinear physical system there – as due to rotating Earth’s
conjunctions in addition to the Moon-driven phase of the Earth. The stated dissimilarity
then reflects a relative simplicity of the Moon case since the Moon, being spatially (tidally)
locked to the overwhelming Earth, is not affected by the conjunctional component of nonlinearity. That and the internal similarity of Figure 2 panels prompted further investigation
into the matching of the Moon theoretical superharmonic-resonance subperiods with the
nearest respective spectral periods. For this, I double the spectral resolution and broaden
the search for the solid Moon’s driver phase to account for all lunar tides. Since additional
periods are to be considered here also, by sliding the band’s boundaries empirically, I
selected the 10 h (27.78 μHz) cutoff for the boundary of the Moon’s natural band. This
approach to separating the free- from forced-oscillation bands of the Moon can be
considered safe due to the lack of Moon reference models

Figure 2. Significant periods in the preliminary spectra of 1969-1977 moonquakes’
occurrences, Figure 1, per confidence level, in minutes: above 99% level (panel a), 95%
(b), 89% (c), and 67% (d). The depiction’s similarity with the earthquakes analysis of
(Omerbashich, 2019a) prompted further investigation into the matching of the Moon’s
supposed theoretical superharmonic resonance subperiods TRsup with respective nearest most significant spectral periods. The supposed TRsup in minutes (dark line) shown
stacked against the same along the logarithmically scaled ordinate (light line), offset for
legibility.

4.

DISCUSSION

I detected all of the fifty initial periods of a resonance subperiods-sequence as forced by the Moon’s orbital phase, Table 1.
Since the exact value of the Moon’s natural period of vibration
is unknown or highly uncertain at best, fifty is considered to be
a sufficient sample size according to the law of large numbers.
Besides – from the physics point of view – it made sense to look
only for the first 32 significant superharmonic resonance periods since already the 33rd was shorter more than twice the band’s upper end and below significance (where most of the signal’s noise imprint was).

Figure 4. The spectrum of significant periods in all 12,474 occurrences of consecutive
moonquakes from Day 208, 1969–Day 273, 1977. Spectral magnitudes are in percentage variance (var%), and resolution k = 2000 points (lines). Values corresponding to the
depicted spectral peaks and theoretical superharmonic resonance subperiods are in
Tables 1 and 2. Labels are non-arbitrary, here attached to the cases of two physical lunar
tides. Thus the highlighted labels mark the superharmonic resonance subperiods as driven by the Moon orbital (sidereal) period, and the transparent labels the noise signature
of the superharmonic resonance subperiods as driven by the synodic period. The depiction is a visual pseudo-separation of the orbit-forced signal v. synodic-forced noise. The
27.78 μHz cutoff was selected empirically, Figures 3 and 4, while the lower end was selected arbitrarily. That the used methodology and data treatment were justified is seen
from the boost in all significant periods relative to the preliminary testing results of Figure
1. Note that the Moon orbital period, as used in this study, is not be confused with a selenocentric orbital period.

The Moon resonance’s driven periods are the computed spectral periods that best match the corresponding theoretical subperiods in strongest resonance-energies (the longest-periodic
part of the subband). Here I selected the first (longest) ten theoretical resonance periods as the cutoff for the strongest energies
since the analyses have shown that statistical fidelity beyond
the 11th resonance period drops an order of magnitude, and by
several resonance periods beyond the 51st drops to practically
0. The performance of each candidate resonance-period is in
Tables 3-5. Also, astronomical periods matched theoretical subperiods to a higher degree of internal consistency (Figure 6)
than physical periods did (Figure 5). Such agreement was expected, because of the arbitrariness of astronomical periods, as
opposed to the physical periods that represent the Moon more
faithfully than the former ever could (except by sheer coincidence, as also shown here).
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As seen from the matching of theoretical resonance subperiods against the corresponding nearest spectral periods computed at k = 2000 point (lines) resolution, the tropical period’s
relatively better performance in (i.e., its 50%-match with) the
strongest-energies portion of the band than any other astronomical period’s, Figure 4 and Table 3, is by chance. For if it were
physically meaningful, then the other two arbitrary (astronomical) periods – anomalistic and nodical – would also perform in
a like manner instead of failing. Besides, all five theoretical
resonance periods in the longest part of the band, which were
matched by the tropical period’s resonance subperiods, Table 2,
were also matched by the corresponding 5 of 7 orbital subperiods, Table 1, rendering all five of the strongest tropical subperiods as ghosts. The same can be seen for the nodical period also:
all three of its matched resonance subperiods, Table 2, were also
matched by the corresponding 3 of 7 of the orbital subperiods,
rendering all three of the strongest nodical subperiods as ghosts
too, Table 1. Finally, the number of overall matched periods (regardless of significance) in the tropical period’s matching is still
worse than in either the orbital or synodic periods’, Table 3.

Figure 5. Relative match (∆) of physical Moon-tidal periods’ theoretical superharmonic
resonance subperiods, with nearest respective periods from the computed spectra of
moonquakes’ occurrences, Figure 4, in % to the theoretical value. Shown are orbital
period’s matchings (solid line) v. synodic period’s matchings (dashed line). The matchings stay well within 0.5% and below 0.1% most of the time.

Importantly, due to a relatively small difference between the
orbital and tropical period, the orbital period excites not only
the five strongest periods but 43 out of 50 of those in total. Finally, the orbital period outperforms other periods in the sense
of average percentage-difference (percentage-matching), too,
see Table 4. Note also the astronomical periods’ internal consistency outperforming the same of the physical (orbital and synodic) periods, Figures 6 v. 5. Since astronomical periods dominate noise, this consistency translates into interference which
forbids that precession-driven resonance – such as that induced
by the tropical period – spills over into signal and becomes the
driver of seismotectonics on the Moon (or the Earth as speculated in the past) as part of the Earth-Moon oscillator. The effect

of astronomical periods on Moon’s long-periodic information
amounts to no more than ripples in selenophysical ambient
noise.
As a critical verification of the above result against known
physics of the Moon, note that, of the five Moon tides, the anomalistic and nodical were found to be least involved in the generation of Moon’s body resonance, Table 2. This find was to be
expected, given those periods’ amplitudes of ~0.1 m that make
them the two relatively largest vertical tides on the Moon
(Seidelmann, 1992). They thus hinder any secondary vibration,
including their own. Note also that body resonance primarily
entails horizontal movements, as due to nonlinearity from external phase disturbance. Then in the absence of external forcing
beyond the here examined lunar tides, the Moon body resonance as computed herein is the likely culprit behind the
Moon’s “free” librations as well, which are thus made effectively unceasing.

Figure 6. Relative match (∆) of the astronomical tidal periods’ theoretical superharmonic
resonance subperiods, with nearest respective periods from the computed spectra of
moonquakes’ occurrences, Figure 4, in % to the theoretical value. Shown are anomalistic
period’s matchings (dark line) v. nodical period’s matchings (dark dashed line) v. tropical
period’s matchings (light line). The matchings stay well within 0.5% and below 0.1% most
of the time.

The discovery of the overwhelming spectral response of the
occurrences of moonquakes to the orbital phase’s resonance
subperiods verifies the well-known harmonically induced lunar
seismotectonics. As with the Earth, the detected superharmonic
resonance of the Moon, TRsup = n / (mT), is of n = T 2 type, where
n / m ≫ 1 ⇒ n ≫ m characterizes the inducing process. In
addition to revealing that seismotectonics universally is a
resonance-induced process (even in particular cases of tidally
locked inferiors like the Moon to the Earth), this research
indicates that the Moon’s synchronization with to it overwhelming Earth was, in fact, resonance-assisted (Thévenin et al.,
2011). However, even as an indication, the find still validates
the same definitive conclusion from the demonstration of
Earth’s body resonance.
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0.224
0.521
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0.194
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0.004
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0.013
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0.009
0.026
0.029
0.005
0.038
0.013
0.018
0.030
0.000
0.028
0.017
0.011
0.032
0.005
0.021
0.019
0.006

Table 2: Differential Spectral Analysis of the Apollo Moonquake Catalog– Moon’s astronomical tides: the difference ∆, or the match, in Earth minutes and % to the theoretical value, between theoretical resonance subperiods v. corresponding nearest
computed periods from the spectra of moonquakes occurrences, Figure 4. The first ten subperiods are taken to possibly define the strongest-energies part of the energy band, as in Table 1, where the last 40 subperiods reveal the signal’s imprint (if any)
in noise as in Table 1. Matched were astronomical periods: anomalistic (dark gray background), nodical (gray background), and tropical (light gray background). All cases: the first ten subperiods reveal that the respective period is not driving the strong
motion, while the last 40 reveal the respective signal’s imprint in noise. (Note that all five tropical period’s matchings and all three nodical period’s matchings in the strongest energies are driven by the orbital period, Table 1, as the common source, making
those 5+3 periods ghosts.) Below-significance matchings, marked with an *, are seen as always fitting the respective tidal period’s resonant imprint in noise (i.e., each driver produces its sequence of resonant subperiods, but neither sequence affects the
solid Moon, see Table 1 for the antithesis demonstration). The color scheme is as in Table 1.
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Table 1 (FAR ABOVE). Differential Spectral Analysis of the Apollo Moonquake Catalog – Moon’s physical tides: the difference ∆, or the match, in Earth minutes and % to the theoretical value, between
theoretical resonance subperiods v. corresponding nearest computed periods from the spectra of moonquakes occurrences, Figure 4. Orbital period’s matchings (dark background): 10 lead subperiods
dominate motion in the strongest-energies subband defined by Φ ∈ (~1, ~12) fidelity, where seven subperiods are seen to dominate the subband (driving the signal), while 40 final subperiods reveal the
signal’s noise imprint as defined by infinitesimal fidelity 0 ≲ Φ < 1. Synodic period’s matchings (light background): 10 lead subperiods reveal the period not driving the strong motion, and 40 final
subperiods reveal the signal’s noise imprint. Below-significance matchings, marked with a *, seen fitting the respective tidal period’s resonant imprints in noise as every driver produces its sequence of
resonant subperiods, but only the orbital period’s sequence affects the solid-Moon vibration. By a match, I mean a spectral period nearby corresponding theoretical resonance subperiod, to within ±0.5%
for the strongest-energies subband (the signal in the strict sense) and ±0.1% for noise. The criterion is based on the success of the Earth-body resonance demonstration that had set the precision for
the Moon case an order of magnitude lower from the declared precision in the Earth case, of ±5%. This reasoning is justified by the overall variance (data quality) dropping also an order of magnitude
for the Moon relative to the Earth case, Figure 1. Such a drop in variance meant that the Moon case had to be imposed higher stringency on than the Earth case – an order of magnitude or better.

The phenomenon of body (mechanical) resonance – demonstrated here as the Earth-Moon coupled mechanical oscillator –
is universal by definition so that only planets with a single moon
could feature plate tectonics. On the other hand, multi-moon
planetary systems experience mechanical vibration interference, which commonly forbids resonance seismotectonics in solids. We see this in our Solar system, where the Earth is the only
planet with one moon and the only planet with active plate tectonics. That this is no coincidence can be seen on the example
of Venus, which early on probably had a moon (Alemi and Stevenson, 2006) with the possibility of a dynamo, i.e., own magnetic field (Stevenson, 1983). Venus had also seen the beginning of active plate tectonics (Basilevsky and Head, 2000) but,
judging by its crustal recycling, possibly ending half a billion
years ago (Arkani-Hamed and Toksöz, 1984), Venus could not
sustain tectonics – probably due to losing its moon. So in addition to solid and dwarf solid planets without natural satellites, and
thus no plate tectonics either (Mercury; Venus; Pluto; Ceres),
the remaining solid (Mars) and potentially solid planets (Neptune) have more than one moon so that they have no plate tectonics either.
TO

TS

TT

Likewise, in an inverse geoengineering procedure, an outer
astronomical body could be relocated (tractored or pushed) inside the Earth’s vicinity and turned into the Earth’s secondary
moon. (Of course, when choosing the right orbit for a secondary
moon, special care must be exercised to make that new satellite
the Moon’s inferior in terms of resonance capability, or else
Earth plate tectonics could turn into a terraforming event causing a rapid Earth energy overload and disintegration, while life
forms could lose their circadian rhythms.) In this way, Earth
plate tectonics would be brought to a near halt before it alone
sets off a terraforming event and the overload. The two geoengineering schemes could be combined into one by turning
Deimos into the Earth’s secondary moon directly so to reboot
Mars plate tectonics while simultaneously quiescing the Earth’s
plate tectonics.

∑∆ (%)

TO

TS

TT

TA

TN

3.13

3.26

2.83

3.05

2.64

TA

TN

No. of
significant:

18

16

14

13

10

∆�(%)

0.17

0.20

0.20

0.23

0.26

Overall
No. of significant:

18

16

14

13

10

No. of insignificant:

32

34

36

37

40

In strongest resonance energies
No. of significant:

7

3

5

3

1

No. of insignificant:

3

7

5

7

9

Table 3. Performance of each of the Moon’s long-periodic tidal periods of interest, in
matching of their theoretical resonance subperiods with the corresponding nearest periods from the computed spectra of moonquakes occurrences, Figure 4, and Tables 1 and
2, according to the criterion of statistical significance (Yes/No) of the matched spectral
period’s peaks. The Moon’s orbital period, TO, as one of the two physical tides of the
Moon (the other being the synodic, TS) outperforms (underlined values) the synodic tide
and all three astronomical tides (tropical, TT; anomalistic, TA; nodical, TN) – both overall
and in the strongest resonance energies subband, of 2.5-30 days (~0.4–4.6 μHz).

Then for the natural (over-time) terraforming to be geoengineered on a multi-moon planet like Mars, tectonics must first
be activated and the resonating capability unlocked by removing (relocating or disintegrating) all the moons save for the resonance-wise most dominant one. Due to the sheer number of
natural satellites per planet in our Solar system, Table 5, such
terraforming of Mars is a most feasible choice for humans to
create a backup mother planet, because it is guaranteed to succeed, and asteroid relocation is achievable (Fahnestock and Scheeres, 2008). Here, Deimos is the better candidate of the two
moons for the elimination because it is significantly smaller
than the Phobos and significantly farther from Mars already.

Table 4. Performance from Table 3, but according to the criterion of average matching
in percents (the differences between theoretical resonance-subperiods and corresponding nearest computed spectral periods). As in Table 3, the Moon’s orbital tide is again
seen outperforming (underlined values) all other periods. The average was taken over
the matched spectral periods statistically significant if at least 67% significant. This performance revealed that the matching of the orbital period against the computed spectra of
moonquakes not only outperforms other candidate forcers but is also physically meaningful. This performance has corroborated that considering both signal and its noise imprint
together when extracting a physical process from natural data is valuable for low-quality
records).

It is widely believed that Phobos and Deimos are asteroids
captured by Mars, where Deimos was captured first (Cazenave
et al., 1980), supporting a notion from the present study that
adding of the second moon into the Martian system had brought
plate tectonics on Mars to a near halt noticed by Yin (2012).
Besides, both Martian moons have attained synchronous rotation (tidal lock) with Mars, as well as nearly circular orbits.
According to the present study, that was due to their pivotal roles as On/Off tectonics switches via constantly injecting extra
energy loads into Mars. This resonantly inserted excess-energy
then gets redistributed tidally back to the satellites as their increasingly rough trajectories. Thus the initial, extremely ellipticcal orbits of captured asteroids-turned-moons get smoothed out
ever so slightly over a long time to nearly perfect circles today.
This setup is akin to the Earth-Moon coupled oscillator and the
Moon’s tidal lock on the Moon’s own nearly circular orbit.
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Image 1 (composite). Complex polygonal (mostly hexagonal) “cratering”, “calderas“, and the ongoing jet streaming throughout our Solar system: A. persistent polar-zonal jet (Saturn);
B. Ahuna Mons (Ceres); C. Barringer Crater (Arizona, USA); D. Ptolemaeus Craters (Moon); E. planform on Saturnian moon Tethys; F. planform on Uranian moon Ariel; G. tetragonal
planform (asteroid Eros); H. Rachmaninoff Crater (Mercury); I. Herschel Crater (a Saturnian moon Mimas). Many other bodies also feature traces of complex planforms. Ceres
alone has 258 polygonal “craters”, most or about one-half of which are hexagonal (Otto et al., 2016). The polygonal standing wave was first demonstrated in the 17th century by
Hooke. Thanks to the demonstration improvements separately by Euler, Riccati, and Chladni in the 18th century, as well as Faraday in the 19th century, it can be shown empirically
that, depending on the object of study, at specific frequencies or their integer multiples, the sum-form from all the (standing) waves on that object’s surface takes shape of a solitary
square, a solitary pentagon, a solitary hexagon, a solitary heptagon, or a solitary polygon with yet more angles, or even an asymmetric solitary polygon. Note superhexagons – the
adjacent (hiving) and hexagons inside hexagons (including inner domes as not fully developed inner hexagons), see Figure 7. Scales vary, as ~1-1000 km across an image (B – I).
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Planetary body
body type
body state
number of moons

Mercury

Venus

Earth

Mars

Jupiter

Saturn

Uranus

Neptune

Ceres

Pluto

Haumea

Makemake

Eris

planet

planet

planet

planet

planet

planet

planet

planet

dwarf

dwarf

dwarf

dwarf

dwarf

solid
0

solid
0

solid
1

solid
2

gaseous
79

gaseous
62

gaseous
27

solid?
14

solid
0

solid
5

gaseous
2

gaseous
1

gaseous
1

Table 5. The number of presently known moons per planet of our Solar system (unlikely to change significantly). Ordered left-to-right with increasing mean distance from the Sun. The “solid” and
“gaseous” labels refer primarily to the body surface. The planetary classification and moon count is per the International Astronomical Union. Moonlets are omitted, as likely negligible for macroscopic
considerations of this study that already account for all the moons. Also, single-moon dwarf planets lack mass and diameter for sustained resonance plate tectonics there.

Finally, supposed impact cratering (or calderas eroding) of
complex polygonal – primarily hexagonal – shapes, is found
throughout our Solar system (Otto et al., 2016), see Image 1.
Also, the spatial clustering, as shown in the number of moons
in Table 5, is due to the Sun and Jupiter absorbing or clearing
most moons of the proto Solar system. At that time, 3-4.5 billion
Earth years ago, the surface of all planets and moons likely was
molten, as testified by the polygonal cratering (van Dijk and
Kistemaker, 1981). Note here that the detailed mechanism of
collapse (of craters supposedly circular or oval on impact; but
by analogy also: of volcanic calderas sinking or eroding) is still
not fully understood because straightforward use of standard
rock mechanics models does not predict the (polygonal) type of
collapse observed (Melosh, 1996). Then observations of such
alleged proto cratering, or contemporary polygonal dynamic
flows such as Saturn’s persistent polar-zonal hexagonal jet (Godfrey, 1988), support the alternative notion of a Solar systemwide, resonance-assisted macroscale dynamic. This dynamic
occurs as planets suffer natural vibrational disturbances due to
conjunctions in the virtually coplanar Solar system (Omerbashich, 2019a). For example, the Saturn’s hexagonal jet – which
is larger than the Earth in diameter – is a stationary planetary
wave, as many have claimed. However, just as the Solar
system-conjunctions-driven (appearing as the Moon-onlydriven) main motion of the Earth tectonic plates takes east-west
preferential orientation, so is the Saturn’s polar jet being forced
zonally and continuously by the conjunctionally induced disturbances to nonlinear vibration, rather than being due to internal
planetary reasons as thought by some. Besides, local conditions
would need to coincide spatiotemporally a whole lot for a single
localizing explanation to hold universally. Then a common,
Solar-system explanation of the standing-wave morphology is
called for instead; this requires that (magnification of) mechanical resonance be a cross-scale morphological phenomenon like
gravitation and physical forces.
The presence and spatial density of polygonal, primarily hexagonal, cratering on such a small body as Ceres, is surprising.
That, and the presence of adjacent polygons as well as polygons
within polygons – like in Image 1-B, D, and G (dwarf planet
Ceres, the Moon, and asteroid Eros, respectively) – are pointing
at the conclusion that the polygonal morphology represents neither crater collapsing nor calderas eroding, but a lattice of standing waves instead. Such polygons, including superhexagons
(the hiving; hexagons inside hexagons), can be reproduced experimentally in hydrodynamic studies of Faraday instability, e.g.,
by Tse et al. (2000), who also demonstrated that superharmonic
vibration destroys the standing hexagons, see Figure 7. Here
continuous superharmonic resonance was found in both Earth
and Moon seismicity records examined. If at least some of the
traces of supposed craters and calderas are, in fact, Faraday lattices, then the relatively good condition of polygonal morphology as found on Ceres, the Moon, and other bodies reflects the

fact that the Solar system bodies once were fire-balls enveloped
in molten material. The polygonal morphology has remained
densely packed and grouped into adjacent cells, but isolated enough to dismiss Rayleigh thermal instability. In its various episodes, the resonance had to stay active over a long time until
loss of heat enabled solidification (hydration absent). As a result, this activity remains fossilized for us today as arrays of
standing hexagons and other polygons. Moreover, if the Ceres
had remained resonantly excited for that long, its patterning represents pristine evidence of permanent mechanical-resonant
interactions among the Sun and its coplanar companions. Then
the only reason why today we do not see the creation of standing-hexagon meshes is that there are no astronomical bodies
with molten surfaces in the Solar system at present. An example, even unrelated to cratering, of morphology-driving superharmonic resonance on an astronomical body, is in Image 2. Finally, resurfacing observed on planets with plate tectonics like
the Earth is also found on planets without plate tectonics like
Venus, requiring an alternative mechanism (Strom et al., 1994).

Image 2. A mesa in Noctis Labyrinthyus on Mars, surrounded by extensive fracturing of
Valles Marineris. Scale: 0.4 km across the mesa. As plate tectonics never developed on
Mars, the nonetheless systematic morphology has a standing hexagon inside a Faraday
pattern and – in the absence of evidence of impact cratering – indicates the Solarsystem-wide superharmonic resonance shaping the topography on astronomical bodies.
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5.

Figure 7. Experimentally reproduced nonlinear dynamics at the free surface of a horizontal layer of fluid under vertical vibration (single-frequency forcing), showing a spontaneous generation of Faraday (standing) waves of regular shapes, where “subharmonic vibration breaks standing hexagons” (Tse et al., 2000). It can be shown that similar patterns emerge under multi-frequency forcing as well. The analogous concept in the present
research is that of a rotating astronomical body whose masses get stirred by gravity
vectors (tides), while its planetary conjunctions in the Solar system’s plane induce nonlinearity in that body’s vibration, and thus resonance too. The top and bottom rows depict
superhexagons – adjacent (hiving) and hexagons inside hexagons (including inner domes as not fully developed inner hexagons). Throughout our Solar system, the experimental superhexagons are comparable to many “craters” and “calderas”, see Images 2-B,
D, E, F, H, and I. Since harmonic mechanical resonances destroy standing hexagons,
these gigantic (kilometre-scale) polygonal planforms by now are erased from Earth by
resonances due to the first few of rTM , r ∈ ℵ lunar tides. Other solid planetary bodies in
our Solar system (see Table 5) without any or with two or more moons (where such resonances are thus absent) still feature petrified, spatially relatively dense polygonal planforms such as those depicted in Image 1-B through I, and Image 2. Note that in the
above, what Tse et al. (2000) termed subharmonic vibration, is a special case of r = 2n1/2
of the n = T 2, n ≫ m ∧ m ∈ ℵ superharmonic vibration that I report in here and in the
Earth-body resonance demonstration. Thus the presence of polygonal-planiform morphology throughout our Solar system is living proof of conjunctionally induced continuous
nonlinear vibration on astronomical bodies as a universal phenomenon. This nonlinear
vibration gets significantly affected on solid planetary bodies with a single moon:
spatially – from attenuation to complete stop, and temporally – from enhancement via
resonance magnification, to disintegration. This spatiotemporal aspect of the phenomenon of conjunctionally induced resonances is useful as a diagnostics tool for assessing
the state of a planet’s spatiotemporal stability. By how far a body is from losing its hiving
and other environmental patterns – the same body is as near its disintegration as well.

Also, geophysical non-Newtonian flows that form polygonal patterns are common on Earth. For instance, hexagonal patterns in salt deserts are a global phenomenon with an unknown
driving mechanism, while their length scale does not change
much from Chile to Iran to the West coast of the US – even though the environmental circumstances change drastically. So the
mechanism that causes those patterns has to be rather robust to
changing circumstances for it to express the same length scale
and shape in a variety of surroundings on several continents
(Lasser, 2019). Thus, in addition to the above global kilometrescale polygonal planforms throughout our Solar system, this
strongly-global scaling of polygonal geophysical patterns
(albeit along metre-scales only) reveals an incessant global
vibration that had been met by a local resonant response. This
global vibration is due to conjunctionally induced vibrational
nonlinearity and is attenuated by a single-moon forcing, which
scales down any Faraday patterning by (on Earth: three) orders
of magnitude, before finally succeeding to thwart it entirely.

CONCLUSIONS

Using spectra of moonquakes occurrences, I was able to verify
that lunar seismotectonics arises in the harmonic response of
Moon’s inner regions (“tectonic plates”; bodies of mass) to the
(range of at least 50 initial) superharmonic resonance periods
shown fully recoverable from the cataloged moonquakes occurrences. Thus same as with tectonic earthquakes, tectonic (tidal)
moonquakes too were captured as they “ride” on the resonance.
The TM phase drives moonquakes and probably excites the socalled free librations of the Moon as well. The successful computational demonstration of the Moon’s superharmonic resonance is supported additionally by a vast morphological presence of petrified or streaming Faraday standing waves (mostly
hexagons) in our Solar system. Unlike the Earth, where resonances due to rTM , r ∈ ℵ lunar tides, erased its kilometre-scale
polygonal morphology, solid planetary bodies without any or
with two or more moons still feature a rich such morphology.
As with the Earth, the detection of the Moon’s virtually entire resonance range means that lunar resonance is unceasing and
that all of the Moon’s inner regions respond actively to some of
the resonance periods as those activate. Same as the Moon gives
rise to the long-periodic resonance of the Earth, the Earth gives
rise to the long-periodic resonance of the Moon as well. This
revealed a coupled mechanical oscillator made of the two bodies, in which the inferior body has attained the absolute synchronization, i.e., both spatially (orbital) and temporally (vibrational), while the superior body has attained a relative (temporal,
i.e., vibrational) synchronization of 1 h (Omerbashich, 2019a).
The fact that the Moon is under a single external forcing makes
moonquake prediction considerably simpler than earthquake
prediction, pending quality lunar data.
The universality of spatiotemporally-independently verified
(magnification of) mechanical resonance enables geoengineering undertakings on planetary scales and beyond. Tectonogenic mechanical resonance arises on solid planets with one moon
(which generally also tends to destroy any Faraday standing
hexagons). It follows that long-repressed plate tectonics on
Mars can be revived – by removing one of that planet's two
moons. Moreover, assigning an outer astronomical body to the
Earth as her secondary moon (a Moon's inferior) would significantly restrain and altogether forbid Earth plate tectonics to set
off a terraforming event that, if unchecked, would end in global
energy overload and Earth disintegration. Since active sonorous
tectonics is critical for life to emerge on an astronomical body,
the unlikelihood of having precisely one moon is a constraint
for a planet to have active geophysics and thus complex, crossscale-synchronously vibrating biochemical forms able to sustain life. Along with, or instead of, gravitation and physical forces, the (magnification of) mechanical resonance is a vital natural phenomenon previously ignored in macroscopic studies.
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